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Multidimensional hydrodynamic plasma-wall model for collisional plasma
discharges with and without magnetic-field effects
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A numerical model for two-species plasma involving electrons and ions at pressure of 0.1 torr is
presented here. The plasma-wall problem is modeled using one- and two-dimensional
hydrodynamic equations coupled with Poisson equation. The model utilizes a finite-element
algorithm to overcome the stiffness of the resulting plasma-wall equations. The one-dimensional
result gives insight into the discharge characteristics including net charge density, electric field, and
temporal space-charge sheath evolution. In two dimensions, the plasma formation over a flat plate
is investigated for three different cases. The numerical algorithm is first benchmarked with
published literature for plasma formed between symmetric electrodes in nitrogen gas. The
characteristics of plasma are then analyzed for an infinitesimally thin electrode under dc and rf
potentials in the presence of applied magnetic field using argon as a working gas. The magnetic field
distorts the streamwise distribution because of a large y-momentum V�B coupling. Finally, the
shape effects of the insulator-conductor edge for an electrode with finite thickness have been
compared using a 90° shoulder and a 45° chamfer. The 90° chamfer displays a stronger body force
created due to plasma in the downward and forward directions. © 2005 American Institute of
Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2044747�
I. INTRODUCTION

Plasma discharge is commonplace in material processing
and semiconductor industry, and is becoming popular in
aerospace applications for plasma-based boundary layer flow
control. A time accurate and geometry versatile numerical
tool would prove useful in accurately calculating the dis-
charge characteristics and its electrodynamic effects. The
present effort is focused towards modeling and simulation of
plasma discharge in the high-frequency, low-pressure re-
gime.

The dynamics of sheath in one dimension in the low and
intermediate pressure regimes have been studied in literature
from numerical simulations.1–5 Boeuf and Pitchford,6 Dalvie
et al.,7 and Passchier and Godheer8 simulated argon dis-
charge for cylindrical geometry in two dimensions. Kim and
Economou9 investigated plasma formation over an inhomo-
geneous flat wall. Recent efforts have also considered the
effect of external electromagnetic force on plasma-wall
interaction.10,11 In these simulations, fluid and/or particle-in-
cell �PIC� formulation was used to model the system. Fluid
equations are based on conservation laws derived from mo-
ments of Boltzmann equation while particle approaches such
as PIC/direct simulation Monte Carlo �DSMC� involves
plasma characterization by following millions of seed par-
ticles for each species. The choice of transport parameters
under the continuum approximation is crucial in calculating
the plasma characteristics accurately. The numerical advan-
tage of using fluid descriptions is obvious for treating high-
density plasma in which methods such as PIC become pro-
hibitively expensive.
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In spite of earlier attempts, the capability to simulate
characteristics of a discharge in the presence of electric and
magnetic fields remains limited. To contribute to this grow-
ing need, a hydrodynamic plasma model is presented in one
and two dimensions. A high-fidelity finite-element procedure
anchored in the multiscale ionized gas �MIG� flow code12–14

is implemented to simulate the plasma using fluid descrip-
tion. The MIG code employs a self-consistent approach to
model the near-wall physics of plasma gas interactions. In a
self-consistent approach followed in many earlier
works,7,9,11–14 the space-charge effect is incorporated for the
entire region. The sheath structure is investigated in the post-
processing phase unlike the patching/matching techniques
where bulk plasma forms a boundary condition to the sheath
solution. Here, the plasma dynamics is investigated under
steady and transient conditions over a flat plate for three
different cases. The numerical algorithm is first benchmarked
with published literature for nitrogen gas plasma formed be-
tween symmetric electrodes. Discharge characteristics of
plasma for an infinitesimally thin electrode configuration are
then analyzed under applied dc and rf potentials using argon
as a working gas. Finally, the shape effect for an electrode
with finite thickness is considered for a 90° shoulder and a
45° chamfer.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
the problem definitions, hydrodynamic equations, and fluid
transport coefficients. Section III describes and interprets the
results obtained for various discharge configurations. Section
IV summarizes the conclusions.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The unsteady transport for electrons and ions is derived

from fluid dynamics in the form of mass and momentum
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conservation equations. The species momentum is modeled
using the drift-diffusion approximation under isothermal
condition that can be derived from hydrodynamic equation
for electrons and ions neglecting inertial terms.6,10,13 While
one may include the inertia terms to get a slightly improved
solution, at 0.1 torr pressure argon plasma sheath is colli-
sional �see Ref. 15, p. 350� and the drift-diffusion approxi-
mation is reasonable and computationally efficient. Under
the effect of collisions, the extent of charge separation is
greater and the species velocity is greatly driven by electric
body force �qE� as represented by this approximation. Elec-
tron temperature �Te� is of the order of �11 600 K�1 eV�
and ions are assumed cold at �300 K�0.026 eV�. The conti-
nuity equation for ion and electron number densities is given
by

�ni

�t
+ � · �niVi� = ���e� − rnine,

�ne

�t
+ � · �neVe� = ���e� − rnine, �1�

��e� = ��neVe�x
2 + �neVe�y

2,

where n is the number density and V is the species hydrody-
namic velocity. As the sheath is collision dominated, elec-
trons are not assumed to follow Maxwellian distribution. The
electrochemical data provided here are for argon, which is
the working gas for all cases except for a benchmark case for
which nitrogen gas data have been used from Ref. 10. For a
pressure of 0.1 torr, electron-ion recombination �r� is �2
�10−12 cm3/s and has a negligible effect on mass
balance.6,16 The discharge is maintained using a Townsend
ionization scheme. The ionization rate is expressed as a func-
tion of electron drift velocity and Townsend
coefficients.6,17,18 The Townsend coefficient � appearing in
Eq. �1� is given by

� = Ape−B/��E�/p�, �2�

where A=34 cm−1 torr−1 and B=16 V/ �cm torr� are preexpo-
nential and exponential constants, respectively. ��e� is the
effective electron flux and depends mainly on the electric
field. The electronic and ionic fluxes in �1� are written as

niVi = ni�i�E + Vi � Bz� − Di � ni, �3�

neVe = − ne�e�E + Ve � Bz� − De � ne, �4�

where the electrostatic field is given by E=−��. The Lor-
entz force term, V�Bthat brings in the effect of magnetic
field. The magnetic field is assumed to act along the z direc-
tion, i.e., B= �0,0 ,Bz	. Since Eqs. �3� and �4� are of zeroth
order, the bandwidth of the problem is considerably reduced
by substitution into �1�. This gives rise to a convection-
diffusion-type equation, which apart from being more stable
increases computational efficiency. After some algebraic ma-

nipulation, we end with the following equations:
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bi�ni�iEx − Di

�ni

�x
� + bi�i�ni�iEy − Di

�ni

�y
�

+
�

�y

bi�ni�iEy − Di

�ni

�y
�

− bi�i�ni�iEx − Di
�ni

�x
� = ���e� , �5�

�ne

�t
+

�

�x

be�− ne�eEx − De

�ne

�x
� − be�e�− ne�eEy

− De
�ne

�y
� +

�

�y

be�− ne�eEy − De

�ne

�y
�

+ be�e�− ne�eEx − De
�ne

�x
� = ���e� , �6�

where bi,e=1/ �1+�i,e
2 � are functions of Hall parameters10

�i,e=�i,eBz.
In Eqs. �5� and �6�, the effect of magnetic field on the

discharge is theoretically brought into the system through
introduction of an additional expression involving mobility.
The convective term �� ·n�E� gets altered accordingly in the
x and y directions. This affects the coupling between the
electric field and number density resulting in transfer of mo-
mentum between axes. An appropriate choice of the magni-
tude and direction of the magnetic field B can accordingly
increase or decrease the streamwise momentum through
electrostatic forces. Modification in discharge characteristics
is expected in a direction perpendicular to the significant axis
of the problem.

The electron mobility in Eq. �6� is obtained from17 �e

=3�106 cm2 V−1 s−1, at pd=0.2 torr cm. The electron diffu-
sion coefficient, De, is calculated from the Einstein relation
De=kTe /e�e. The ion diffusion coefficient is Di=2
�102 cm2/s at 300 K. The ion mobility �i is expressed as a
function of reduced field �E / p� �Refs. 6 and 17� as

p�i = 103�1 − 2.3 � 10−3E/p� cm2 V−1 s−1 torr for E/p

� 60 V cm−1 torr−1,

p�i =
8.25 � 103

�E/p
�1

−
86.5

�E/p�1.5� cm2 V−1 s−1 torr for E/p

� 60 V cm−1 torr−1.

The relation between electrostatic field and charge separation
is given by the Poisson equation

	 � · E = − e�ne − ni� . �7�

For pressure of 0.1 torr in argon, as low as 
1% of
secondary electrons are emitted back from the electrode.
Hence, the electrodes are assumed to be fully absorbing. Sec-
ondary electron emission �SEE� can be neglected.

The system of equations �1�–�7� is normalized using the
following normalization scheme: �=�t, zi=xi /d, Ne=ne /n0,

Ni=ni /n0, ue=Ve /VB, ui=Vi /VB, and =e� /kTe where VB
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=�kTe /mi is the Bohm velocity. For all the cases considered,
d=2 cm, � /2�=13.56 MHz, and the reference density n0

=2�1015 m−3.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The plasma-wall problem is solved using a finite-
element formulation described in our previous works.12–14

Briefly, the equation set �1�–�6� can be written generally as
L�q�=0 where q is the vector containing Ni, Ne, and . The
discretized Galerkin weak statement �GWS� is written as

WSh = Se��
�e

��L�q�d���
e

= 0. �8�

Se is the nonoverlapping union of all elements �e and � is
any permissible test function. The test function is chosen
orthogonal to trial function in the GWS to ensure minimum
solution error. The forward temporal evolution is evaluated
using the fully implicit Euler time integration. The nonlinear
Newton-Raphson scheme is used to solve the matrix using a
LU decomposition solver for one-dimensional formulation
and a generalized minimal residual solver to handle the
sparseness of the resulting stiff matrix in two dimensions.
The solution is assumed to have converged when the L2

norm of all normalized solution variables and residuals is
below a chosen convergence criterion ��10−2�. The system
utilizes a subgrid embedded13,19 �SGM� algorithm for com-
putational stability and control of dispersion error. The SGM
algorithm is incorporated into the dissipative flux terms
based on the local cell velocity and is expected to ensure a
nodewise monotone solution. A typical simulation takes
about CPU time of 2.43 s for matrix assembly and 2.5 s at
solver with an average of four to six iterations per time step.
The solution for the applied time-varying input reaches a
periodic state in the asymptote, which has been monitored
through the evolution of discharge current and sheath thick-
ness.

A. One-dimensional discharge

The finite-element algorithm is employed to simulate the
plasma for the schematic shown in Fig. 1. The applied po-
tential �at electrode located at x=2� is varying as �f

=�rms sin 2 �ft with �rms=100 V and f =13.56 MHz. Also,
��0�=0 and ��2�=�rf. The sheath edge is identified by the
modified Bohm20 velocity as VB�1+c�−0.5 where VB is the

FIG. 1. Circuit schematic for one-dimensional model.
Bohm velocity; the collision parameter c=0.5��De/�i is
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known for the Debye length �De and the effective ion mean
free path15 �i�cm��1/330p �p is the gas pressure in torr� is
assumed to be independent of velocity.

Figures 2–4 show the computed rf discharge character-
istics for an applied frequency ���0.02�pe�
�pe. The dis-
tribution of electron gas in the gap between electrodes is
periodic with applied frequency, as shown in Fig. 2�a�. Near
the electrode, an anode or cathode sheath is formed depend-
ing on the instantaneous wall potential. Figure 2�b� gives an
approximate indication of sheath edge location at which
space-charge separation becomes prominent as the ion and
electron-density curves bifurcate. This also explains the di-
rection and magnitude of electric field E based on the space-
charge sheath formed �Fig. 2�c��.

Ions, due to their higher inertia, respond weakly to the
small fields in bulk plasma ����pi�. But, in the sheath
where fields are high, the electrostatic forces are not negli-
gible. Hence ions respond to the time-varying field and give
rise at different time scales in bulk and sheath. Figure 2�d�
shows the electron heating per elementary charge
����� ·E���� profile. It is evident that electrons are periodi-
cally heated and cooled corresponding to the sheath oscilla-
tion and hence the electron energy increases or decreases
accordingly. Sheath heating is a dominant phenomenon in
radio-frequency-driven discharges. It should be noted here
that the change in electron temperature due to this heating or
cooling effect is not computed.

The variation of total current at the powered electrode
for 3 cycles of applied potential is reported in Fig. 3�a�. It
should be noted that the displacement current and conduction
�electron and ion� current magnitudes are comparable at the
subject pressure of 0.1 torr. The peak of the total current is
observed at every �4n+1�� /2. There is a minor secondary
peak in Fig. 3�a� at the instant when the applied potential
switches direction on the electrode.

The oscillation of sheath width Sw is plotted in Fig. 3�b�
using the Godyak-Sternberg relation. Based on curve fitting
with an estimation error of �4%, the sheath thickness is
correlated as Sw�0.04±0.03 sin �. For the discharge at 0.1
torr, the simulation results predict the maximum sheath width
Sw-max�20�De which agrees with the available literature.15,21

The sheath accounts for a nearly 80% potential drop for one
rf cycle. The average normalized positive column length is
0.95 for the normalized electric-field strength of 3.2.

B. Two-dimensional discharge

1. Benchmarking with nitrogen gas

As the lateral extent of a discharge becomes comparable
to the transverse stretch in the presence of geometric or elec-
trical inhomogeneities, the sheath becomes multidimensional
and a one-dimensional model is not sufficient to capture the
required features. Specifically, the interest to model the effect
of magnetic field necessitates a higher dimensional consider-

ation. First, the formulation is tested in two dimensions for
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plasma formed between two symmetric electrodes for a di-
rect current glow discharge using nitrogen. The geometry
and discharge conditions correspond to Surzhikov and
Shang.10 The computational grid consists of 25�30 biqua-
dratic �9 node� finite elements. An electrode potential of 533
V is applied through an external circuit with resistance of

FIG. 2. Variation of normalized plasma parameters: �a� electron number den
elementary charge at various times of a single sinusoidal cycle.
Downloaded 23 Sep 2005 to 61.0.136.60. Redistribution subject to AI
300 k� driven by an electromotive force of 2000 V. The
model does not neglect diffusion in x and y directions for the
entire domain including plasma and sheath.

The cathode is at y=0 while y=2 cm is the anode. Van-
ishing ion density is imposed at the anode while the electron
density at the cathode is calculated from flux balance using a

�b� charge-density separation, �c� electric field, and �d� electron heating per

FIG. 3. �a� Temporal variation of total current and elec-
trode potential, and �b� temporal evolution of left �Sw

=zL� and right �Sw=1-zR� sheath widths.
sity,
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secondary-emission coefficient of 0.1. The left and right
boundaries of the computational domain are maintained at
symmetry conditions. Electrons and ions are concentrated
near the center of the geometry along the x axis based on the
initial condition calculated based on a preestimated cathode
layer thickness and current column length.10

The simulation results for electric potential and ion den-
sity at pressure of 5 torr with and without the magnetic field
are presented in Figs. 4�a�–4�c�. The computed potential is
compared with the results from Surzhikov and Shang10 in
Fig. 4�a� and is in good agreement. The potential lines are
bent towards the cathode. This gives rise to high electric field
�directed towards the electrode� driving electrons away form-
ing a cathode sheath thickness �7.5% of interelectrode gap.
The ion density near the cathode rises to an order of magni-
tude higher than that near the center of the discharge channel

FIG. 4. �a� Electric potential contours, �b� ion density contours for B=0, an
gas at 5 torr.
FIG. 5. Schematic of a perfectly flat electrode-ins
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and indicates a qualitative similarity.10 When a magnetic
field of 0.01 T is applied, the ion density peak gets shifted in
the axial direction along the electrode surface �Fig. 4�c��. A
widening of discharge near the cathode is also observed. The
direction of drift depends on the direction of the magnetic-
field lines while the magnitude of shift of the isolines de-
pends on the value of determinant of Eqs. �5� and �6�.

2. Argon gas discharge

The formulation thus calibrated with reported result is
then applied to model plasma of a pure argon gas discharge.
The schematic model and the computational domain are
shown in Fig. 5. The electrode is 1.78 cm long and the lead-
ing edge is located �1.1 cm from the left boundary. The top
surface is considered quasineutral. This assumption is valid

ion density contours for B=0.01 T. All results shown here are for nitrogen
d �c�
ulator configuration and computational grid.
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as the height of the domain chosen is much greater than the
Debye length. A height of �200�De is chosen for the present
case. The electrodes are assumed to have a negligible thick-
ness compared to the dimensions of the model and are ig-
nored for simplicity in this case.

The computational grid �see Fig. 5� consists of 25�20
biased biquadratic finite elements with the first node
�0.01 cm away from the wall. In the absence of magnetic
field, the discharge may be treated as symmetric about x=1.
Similar geometry has been treated recently in literature9,11

for quiescent and fluctuating argon plasmas in the collision-
less low-pressure regime. Apart from being a more realistic
configuration this brings edge effects at the junction between
the electrode and the insulator into consideration. The impor-
tance of understanding this discharge configuration proves
useful in plasma-based flow control application that is being
widely investigated as a means to alter near-wall boundary
layer profile. A recent investigation studied the effect of
plasma on neutral gas flow in an asymmetric configuration
for dielectric barrier discharges �DBDs�.22 Hence this formu-
lation provides a framework, which can be built upon to
study high-pressure discharges and the effect of magnetic-
field interaction in collision-dominated sheath.

Note that for this configuration in Fig. 5, there is a net
flow of current into the metallic wall, while the current path
is almost parallel to the dielectric surface. This gives rise to
a near-wall inhomogeneity in the model, which might be
compared to a mathematical discontinuity. This inherent fea-
ture introduces considerable numerical difficulty at the
electrode-insulator edge. Due to the vast difference in poten-
tial across the insulator-conductor edge, maximum plasma
generation is limited to this region which when not properly
handled may affect numerical stability. As mentioned earlier,
artificial stabilization techniques such as SGM with an upper
bound on excess diffusion have been implemented to mini-
mize dispersion error and ensure numerical stability of the
solution.

For argon discharge, the systems of equations �1�–�4�
and �7� are solved for dc and rf applied potentials using the
following boundary conditions. The electron flux imposed at
the electrode is based on the electron thermal velocity and
directed towards the electrode. Electron flux normal to the
electrode is considered as zero if drift velocity is away from
the electrode. Boundary condition �at electrodes� for ions is
imposed homogeneous Neumann ��Ni /�n=0�. The normal
current of charge carriers is nullified at insulator boundary. In
the left and right boundaries, the slopes �Ni /�x=0, �Ne /�x
=0, and �� /�x=0 are enforced.

a. dc discharge. A steady-state discharge is first obtained
without the magnetic field for an applied potential of −50 V
on the exposed electrode. Figure 6�a� shows the isolines of
computed electric potential. The symmetric nature of the
contour in the absence of magnetic field about x=1 should be
noted. The discharge is further modified by the application of
a weak magnetic field Bz= +5 G. Figures 6�b�–6�d� compare
the magnetic-field effect on the axial distribution of poten-
tial, electric-field, and charge-density differences close to the
bottom plate after 10−9 s. Figures 6�e� and 6�f� plot the con-

tour of electron number density for the two cases. Due to a
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large difference of potential between the top boundary and
electrode, the variation of characteristic is noted along the y
axis. The magnetic field strongly affects the streamwise dis-
tribution because of high y-momentum transfer into the x
direction �as seen from Eqs. �5� and �6��. The solid line
shows the variation in the absence of magnetic field while
the dotted line is for the imposed low magnetic-field inten-
sity. The sharp change of characteristics �for example, spike-
like pattern for net charge� near the electrode-insulator edge
is expected. Most of the plasma formation is limited to this
region. As shown in Fig. 6�b�, the insulator is less cathodic
��25-V difference than cathode potential� and behaves like a
pseudoanode collecting electrons. Corresponding to this
pseudoelectrode, a sharp increase in electron density is ob-
served near the highly depleted cathode sheath layer. In the
presence of magnetic field, the potential lines �for example,
near right electrode-insulator edge� are affected along the
electrode surface as they are shifted from its initial position
towards the right. This change is reflected in the charged
species �through the Poisson equation� causing a variation in
charge separation.

b. rf discharge. The steady-state discharge above was
analyzed for fairly low magnetic-field intensity. With the
gained theoretical understanding of electromagnetic interac-
tions, a transient plasma discharge is simulated for a higher
magnetic field of 20 G in the presence of an oscillating po-
tential with a peak to peak of 100 V. In order to understand
the variation of plasma characteristics in the presence of
magnetic field, the solution is compared with a simulation
without the magnetic field, all other conditions being the
same.

The streamwise and transverse variations at different lo-
cations are shown in Figs. 7�a�–7�c�. The results presented
here are plotted along cuts in the vicinity of the edge for the
negative half of the rf cycle. Figure 7�d� shows distribution
of normalized plasma density in the domain. It was observed
in the simulation that except for localized regions near the
electrode-insulator edge, the magnetic field had a less pro-
nounced effect on the transverse solution characteristic rela-
tive to streamwise components. This has been explained ear-
lier from Eqs. �5� and �6�. There are some significant
observations that can be made. The solid line plots the
streamwise and transverse variations in the presence of mag-
netic field against the dotted for no magnetic field. A �60%
shift of potential is noted near the left insulator-conductor
edge between the two cases. The asymmetry is more promi-
nent in the case of 20-G field. Figure 7�b� shows electron
number density close to the plate. In the presence of mag-
netic field, the electron drift velocities are altered and large
electron accumulation �an order of magnitude higher than the
discharge center� is observed near one of the insulator-
conductor edges. Figure 7�c� shows the variation of axial
electric field near the insulator-conductor interface. The 20-G
field causes a 15 times increase in the near-wall field.

C. Electrode shape effect

We have demonstrated that the presence of an insulator-

conductor interface alters the nature of discharge and plays a
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significant role in altering electric forces due to plasma gen-
eration. The conductor in the previous case was assumed thin
for simplicity in modeling. It has been shown recently that
the shape of electrode plays a significant role in altering the
nature of field lines and hence the qE forces near the
wall.22,23 To have an insight into this shape effect, two con-
figurations, shown in Figs. 8�a� and 8�b�, are investigated in
the present study. Figure 8�a� considers a sharp edge of elec-
trode with a 90° shoulder while Fig. 8�b� considers an edge
with a 45° shoulder. The case of rounded edge �Fig. 8�c��
may be visualized as an intermediate case between the 90°
and 45° shoulder configurations.

This study is limited to a steady state in the absence of
magnetic field for simplicity. The leading edge of an elec-

FIG. 6. dc discharge normalized results: ��a� and �b�� electric potential, �c�
density compared in the absence and presence of magnetic field. All results
trode with 0.2-mm thickness is located at 1.5 cm from the
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left boundary. The computational grid consists of 45�45
biquadratic finite elements in both cases. The discharge con-
ditions are the same as before, namely, 0.1-torr argon plasma
with an electrode potential of −50 V.

Figures 9�a�–9�f� show the computed profiles for the
above-mentioned cases. The region near the edge has been
zoomed for clarity. From a common understanding, the 90°
edge creates a sharp geometrical discontinuity resulting in an
abrupt change in the radius of curvature across the edge as
compared to the bevel. Hence, the spatial variation of electric
field gets considerably modified altering the electrodynamic
properties of the discharge between the two shapes. The
electric-field lines for a given change in the potential are
shown in Figs. 9�a�–9�d� and the effects are felt within few

ric field, �d� net charge density variation, and ��e� and �f�� electron number
n here are for argon at 0.1 torr.
elect
Debye lengths ��0.1 cm� into the plasma.
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Figures 9�e� and 9�f� plot the force vector for the two
shapes expressed as a product of space-charge difference
�Ni-Ne� and electrostatic field �Ex or Ey�. In both cases, a
strong electrostatic force in the positive x and negative y
directions is noted close to the wall. The presence of cathode
gives rise to a strong transverse field �with electric-field lines
ending at the cathode perpendicular to it� downstream of the
edge. The direction of the electric force vector �given by
tan−1�Fy /Fx�� near the wall was predicted between 225° and
260° oriented mostly in the third quadrant. This is indicative
of an effective forward-downward force created by the
plasma across the edge. As compared to the beveled edge,
the sharp 90° corner with the smallest radius of curvature
shows an �22% increase in Ex and 15% increase in Ey near
the edge resulting in about the same percentage increase in-
duced force components.

FIG. 7. Normalized rf discharge characteristics: �a� streamwise potential alo
field along x=0.5, and �d� electron-density distribution. The solid line shows
All results shown here are for argon at 0.1 torr.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

An argon gas discharge under applied rf potential be-
tween two electrodes has been modeled from first principles
using a self-consistent coupled system of two-fluid and
single Poisson equations. The dynamics of ions and electrons
have been reported for an applied rf frequency ���pe and
0.1 torr pressure. The collisional nature of the problem, vary-
ing time scales for charged species in the bulk plasma and
sheath, and the use of an interpolation polynomial to simu-
late the plasma-sheath transition that has abrupt changes in
gradients add to the complexity of the problem. The oscilla-
tion of the sheath edge has been correlated as a sinusoidal
wave. The sheath is of few Debye lengths and accounts for a
nearly 80% potential drop for one rf cycle.

The formulation was tested in two dimensions for

=0.02, �b� electron number density contour along y=0.02, �c� axial electric
riation in the presence of magnetic field of 20 G. The dotted line is for B=0.

FIG. 8. Electrode-insulator edge types. �a� Sharp edge,
�b� 45° shoulder, and �c� arc-shaped shoulder.
ng y
the va
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plasma formed between two symmetric electrodes for a di-
rect current glow discharge using nitrogen. The results match
well with published literature. A steady-state discharge is
simulated for argon in an electrode-insulator configuration.
The magnetic field has been shown to strongly affect the
streamwise distribution caused by the V�B coupling be-
tween x and y axes. Simulation results for a transient dis-
charge evolution in the presence of time-varying rf potential
have been investigated. The present analyses have served to
highlight the importance of understanding two-dimensional
gas discharge nature and the effect of time-varying potential
and an external magnetic field on it. More rigorous treatment
will follow in a future work. Finally, the shape effect in
insulator-conductor configuration on near-wall dynamics is
compared using a 90° shoulder and 45° chamfer. The maxi-
mum axial force is about 22% higher for a 90° shoulder
while the force vector across the edge indicates a net down-
ward and forward force generated.

The potential of combined electric and magnetic fields as
a productive means in altering near-wall plasma forces has
been realized here. The results presented are expected to help

interpret the plasma formation in the presence of electromag-
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netic interaction on the discharge structure for higher pres-
sures. As a future effort, we also intend to correlate the
plasma characteristics for varying magnetic-field intensities.
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